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the 1001 words book is a fun
and engaging new vocabulary

game for word lovers. the goal is
to come up with the most

creative or perfect synonym for
each of the 1001 words in the
book. each page of the book

contains a single word. you can
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make up as many wordplays as
you like by creating as many

different meanings for the word
as you can. once you have come

up with a word that fits the
definition, you will be asked to

write it down on the page.
stephen fry has been named as

the guest editor of the book,
which comes with a foreword by
the novelist william boyd and an
introduction by the poet stephen

fry. the book, which is being
published by faber, is illustrated

by the british artist, grayson
perry. the book features artists

from around the world,
including: grayson perry (uk),
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diane arbus (usa), mark ryden
(usa), s.l. cowan (usa), takashi

murakami (japan), bruce
nauman (usa), john heffernan
(uk), anselm reyle (germany),

louis van gasteren
(netherlands), tomoko tami

(japan), christopher wool (uk),
harry clarke (uk), and william

horwood (uk). by the end of the
book, you'll have memorized all
of them and hopefully earned a
few diceware coins. but even if
you don't end up using them,

word puzzles are still a fantastic
way to challenge your brain!

here's a few things to try. find or
create your own wordlist. if
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you're unfamiliar with the
wordlist technique, this is a

great place to start. just think of
a word you like and start

building a list from it, using the
dozens of words at the

beginning of this post as
examples. oceans is inspired by

the works of david kahn and
robert macneil, two marine

scientists who wrote the century
of the ocean in the 1990s. it is
an attempt to create a timeline
of the history of the ocean from
the earliest times to the present.
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